Define Plant Layouts

Plant Layout Designer delivers advanced, efficient tools for factory resource layout. Plant Layout Designer provides a realistic environment for defining and validating shop floor layouts, delivering the layouts to the shop floor for construction, and sharing them with stakeholders to enrich and validate process plans. A catalog of parametric resources can leverage existing 2D factory drawings by being snapped to these drawings to quickly realize the 3D layout. Advanced positioning makes it very easy to move, snap and align these resources.
Our 3DEXPERIENCE Platform powers our brand applications, serving 12 industries, and provides a rich portfolio of industry solution experiences.

Dassault Systèmes, the 3DEXPERIENCE Company, provides business and people with virtual universes to imagine sustainable innovations. Its world-leading solutions transform the way products are designed, produced, and supported. Dassault Systèmes’ collaborative solutions foster social innovation, expanding possibilities for the virtual world to improve the real world. The group brings value to over 190,000 customers of all sizes in all industries in more than 140 countries. For more information, visit www.3ds.com.